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Abstract

The wireless sensor network is often deployed in harsh
and unattended environment and is easily attacked and
interfered due to its vulnerability. Most of routing pro-
tocols for wireless sensor network were initially designed
for saving energy and had less consideration on security.
In view of this, a secure routing protocol based on repu-
tation mechanism is proposed. Firstly, considering at the
problems of trust mechanism including complex compu-
tation of trust value and excessive energy consumption, a
binomial distribution reputation mechanism (BDRM) is
presented. On this basis, aiming at the deficiency of cur-
rent routing protocol in security defense, a secure routing
protocol ST-GEAR is designed. This protocol has a bet-
ter ability to defend against attacks by introducing the
secure bootstrap model and the BDRM in the routing.
The simulation results show that the ST-GEAR routing
can improve the transmission rate of packet and reduce
the loss rate of packet and energy consumption.

Keywords: Reputation Mechanism; Secure Bootstrap
Model; Secure Routing; Wireless Sensor Network

1 Introduction

The wireless sensor network (WSN) is a distributed net-
work formed by a lot of randomly distributed sensor nodes
with perception, computing and processing ability of data
by self- organization [4]. The nodes can send the received
information after being gathered and integrated to spe-
cific nodes in order to play a role of the real- time percep-
tion and monitoring to the target region.

WSN was mainly applied in military field at first, while
its application has expanded to traffic management, en-
vironmental monitoring, smart home, medical care, man-
ufacturing industry and other fields with the continuous
development of network technology. WSN can solve some
issues that cannot be achieved by traditional network,
and this is also an important reason why WSN is highly

valued and studied deeply.

Comparing with traditional network, WSN has a larger
amount of nodes, and the energy of each node is lim-
ited. By the self- organization, the nodes form a network
whose topological structure has dynamic changes. These
features of WSN itself result in limited defense ability of
sensor nodes and vulnerable network which is easily at-
tacked. The nodes in the network adopt the wireless com-
munication transmission, which will easily influence the
normal network communication once the transmission is
interfered. Besides, WSN is often deployed in harsh and
unattended environment, which make it face serious secu-
rity issues. Only when the security of WSN is guaranteed,
can it be applied in corresponding fields to exert its ad-
vantages. In order to effectively solve the security issues
of WSN, researches are mainly carried out from the per-
spective of key management, intrusion detection, secure
routing and secure data fusion.

In WSN, each node has a possibility to become a rout-
ing node. The network layer routing protocol is responsi-
ble for processing the received data by nodes and trans-
mitting the data to the target nodes along the set routes.
If there are attackers in the node communication process
in network, attackers can use some methods to break the
normal packet transmission between nodes or intercept
some useful information in network, which will have an
impact to the network and even lead to network paraly-
sis. To guarantee the data transmission security in WSN,
it is necessary to study the secure routing protocol for
wireless sensor network [19].

Currently, there are many routing protocols of wireless
sensor network being proposed, and most of them are ini-
tially designed for saving node energy and extending net-
work lifetime, such as LEACH [5], GEAR [17], and other
routing protocols [14]. However, these routing protocols
are rarely considerate the security of routing protocol and
it is easy to make them not work anymore if they are at-
tacked by attackers in certain ways.

Aiming at defense methods to attacks by analyzing the
attack type that routing protocol easily suffers, a secure
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routing protocol based on reputation mechanism is pro-
posed in this paper. Firstly, a binomial distribution rep-
utation mechanism (BDRM) based on Beta distribution
is proposed. The BDRM calculates the node trust value
by the node energy and communication process, and sim-
plifies the computation complexity. Then, a secure boot-
strap model is given, which can ensure that the infor-
mation transmitted between nodes is encrypted so that
the security of data transmitted in the network can be
improved. On this basis, a security trust - geographical
and energy aware routing protocol (ST-GEAR) is pre-
sented combining the BDRM, secure bootstrap model and
GEAR to improve the security of GEAR routing protocol.
When ST-GEAR protocol selects the next hop forward-
ing node, it will consider the following aspects including
node energy, distance and node trust value, and select the
node with minimum comprehensive cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the research status. Section 3 describes
the proposed binomial distribution reputation mechanism
(BDRM) in detail. On this basis, Section 4 presents a se-
curity trust geographical and energy aware routing (ST-
GEAR). Section 5 reports the simulation results. Con-
cluding remarks and future directions are given in Sec-
tion 6.

2 Research Status

In 2003, Karlof and Wagner initiated to study the se-
cure routing issues of WSN, analyzed the situation that
existing routing protocols are easily attacked in details
and also studied the security measures for defending at-
tacks [6].

Reference [1] explains the ways that the WSN routing
protocols are easily attacked in details and also concludes
the defense mechanism of each attack. Reference [18]
summarizes the data security standard. The data security
index mainly includes data acknowledgement, data autho-
rization, data integrity and data update. The reference
also proposes SNEP (Secure Network Encryption Proto-
col) and TESLA (Micro Timed Efficient Streaming Loss-
tolerant Authentication Protocol). SNEP can realize data
confidentiality, usability, integrity and timeliness; TESLA
applies delay to send keys one by one to achieve the digital
signature and further realizes the data acknowledgement.
Reference [2] introduces 4 security mechanisms based on
symmetric key technology in details. The introduction of
security mechanism into routing protocol can effectively
protect routing protocol from attacks to improve network
security.

Besides, there are also some representative secure rout-
ing protocols as follows.

The trust routing TRANS [15] based on location es-
tablishes the trust routing according to geographical lo-
cation of nodes and isolates the malicious nodes in the
network. The protocol judges whether a node is safe or
not by the node trust value. The nodes with large trust

value are safer and therefore such nodes should be chosen
when routing and the nodes with small trust value should
be isolated. The TRANS protocol uses the loose time
synchronization mechanism in the process of authentica-
tion requests between nodes and most of operations are
completed by base station.

The secure routing LKHW [12] based on logical key
hierarchy is proposed for solving security issues of DD
routing protocol. The logical key hierarchy LKH is ap-
plied in order to improve the security of DD protocol in
multicast. The key that each node obtains in the network
is allocated by base station one by one. Logically, the
keys obtained by all nodes can be considered as a tree
with the base state as the root. Only two nodes that are
the child nodes under the same root node have the same
key to communicate with each other.

The SEEM [10] called secure and energy-efficient mul-
tipath routing protocol selects the routing by the base
station that will choose the path with most optimal en-
ergy as the next hop forwarding path. In this protocol,
each node only needs to know its own routing information
to the base station, which can reduce the energy consump-
tion and avoid being attacked.

A two-layer authentication protocol with anonymous
routing TAPAR for wireless ad hoc networks is proposed
in [7]. A novel solution is introduced without resorting to
PKI operations to achieve anonymity between two com-
munication entities over insecure networks.

Aiming at the security issues that LEACH routing pro-
tocol is easily attacked by Hello Flood and so on, ref-
erence [16] introduces security mechanism and frame of
SPINS into the LEACH, proposes the secure low- con-
sumption self- adaptive SLEACH routing protocol and
applies the encryption method to guarantee the security
of routing protocol. Moreover, other typical algorithms
can reference [8, 11, 13].

However, the existing routing protocols at present still
have some disadvantages in security defense. For this rea-
son, aiming at the ways that network layer routing proto-
col are easily attacked, this paper designs a secure routine
protocol to improve the network security.

3 BDRM

Considering the problem that routing protocols easily
suffer insider attack, a binomial distribution reputation
mechanism (BDRM) is presented. The node trust value
is calculated by the energy and the communication pro-
cess of the node. The comprehensive node trust value can
be used as a basis for identifying a malicious node and will
be applied to the routing in the next section.

3.1 Energy Trust Value

In the trust mechanism, if the trust value of a node is
large, the number that the nodes participate the rout-
ing will increase and then will increase the energy con-
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sumption of the nodes. This can cause these nodes to
fail prematurely. In order to avoid this problem, the node
residual energy as well as other factors is considered when
computing the node trust value in BDRM. For the send-
ing node i and receiving node j, the calculation formula
of node energy trust value ERij of node i against node j
is shown in Equations (1) and (2).

ERij =

{
Ej

E
0

ETij ≥ θ
ETij < θ

(1)

ETij =
Ej

(Etx + Erx)
(2)

Where, E represents the initial energy of node; Ej rep-
resents the current residual energy of node j; Etx repre-
sents the energy consumption of node i by transmitting
the message; Erx represents the energy consumption of
node j by receiving the message; ETij represents the en-
ergy trust evaluation parameter of node i against node j;
represents the setting threshold of node energy.

When ETij is greater than or equal to the threshold, it
represents that node j can be trusted. At this time, the
energy trust value of node j can be calculated. Otherwise,
it represents the energy of node j cannot be trusted.

3.2 Calculation of Direct Trust Value

A node has two basic communication processes for for-
warding the packet. One is that the node forwards the
packet normally, and the other is that the node forwards
the packet abnormally. This packet forwarding interac-
tion can be simulated by the binomial distribution, and
the direct trust value of node can be calculated.

Suppose the times of packet forwarding between two
nodes is m, where, the times of normal packet forward-
ing is denoted by a, and the times of abnormal packet
forwarding is denoted by b. At the same time, the proba-
bility of normal packet forwarding is assumed as p. Then,
the probability distribution of p can be obtained by the
binomial distribution as shown in Equation (3).

f(p) =
(a+ b)!

a!b!
pa(1 − p)b (3)

Because f (p) is the probability distribution function,
the maximum value of the function can be used to present
the value of p. Set

f ′(p) = [
(a+ b)!

a!b!
pa(1 − p)b]′ = 0 (4)

By solving Equations (4), the value of p can be ob-
tained as follows.

p =
a

a+ b
(5)

Assume that the trust value of node i against node j
is represented by TDij , then the value of p is the value of

TDij that obeys the binomial distribution B (a + b, a),
i.e. TDij ∼ B (a+ b, a). Thus, Equation (6) is gotten.

TDij =
a

a+ b
(6)

Within the communication range, a node judges whether
its neighbor node normally receives the packet by a way
of single- hop acknowledgement. The specific description
is shown as follows.

The node i sends packet to node j and require node j
to return to it an Ack after receiving the packet. Node i
compares the copy it saves with the received Ack. If they
are the same, it proves that node j normally receives the
packet from node i; otherwise, it means the node j does
not receive the packet.

In addition, a node uses the two- hop acknowledgement
to judge whether its neighbor node normally forwards the
received packet. The specific description is shown as fol-
lows.

After the node i has confirmed the node j normally
receives the packet, node j should further forward the
received packet. Suppose the forwarding node is node
k, after node k receives the packet, it needs to send two
Acks. One is for node j to let the node j know that node
k normally receives the packet. The other is for node i,
and node i will also compare the Ack with the copy after
receiving the Ack form node k. If they are the same,
it proves that node j is normally forwarding the packet
of node i; otherwise, it indicates that node j does not
normally forward the packet of node i. There may be
something wrong with node j; perhaps, the node j itself
is a problematical node.

3.3 Calculation of Indirect Trust Value

For the node i and node j, they may have some common
neighbor nodes. If node i is able to ensure the credibility
of these neighbors, it evaluates the node j by these neigh-
bors, which is the indirect trust value of node i against
node j. Let node N1 is one of the common neighbor nodes
of node i and node j, next, we use an example to illustrate
the computing process of the indirect trust value.

Firstly, node i sends a request packet to node N1 for
calculating the indirect trust value of node j. After N1

receives the request packet, it will send a response packet
to node i, which includes the latest trust parameter value
(aN1j

, bN1j
) on the evaluated node j.

According to the trust parameter value of node j sent
by N1, node i calculates the indirect trust value TDN1j

against node j, and the calculation formula is shown in
Equation (7).

TDN1j =
aN1j

aN1j
+ bN1j

(7)

If node i receives n valid indirect trust values from
neighbors, and they are TD1j , TD2j , TD3j , · · · , TDnj ,
respectively. Take the average value of these values as
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the indirect trust value TIij of node i against the eval-
uated node j, and the calculation formula is shown in
Equation (8).

TIij = TDNkj =

n∑
k=1

TDNkj

n
(8)

3.4 Calculation of Comprehensive Trust
Value of Nodes

From Equations (1), (6) and (8), we can obtain the node
energy trust value ERij , direct trust value TDij and indi-
rect trust value TIij respectively, and the direct and indi-
rect trust value are actually the trust value of node in the
communication process. So, the trust value in the com-
munication process is the integration of the value TDij

and TIij and is represented by TCij . The calculation
formula is shown in Equation (9).

TCij = αTDij + βTIij (9)

Where, α and β represent the weights of TDij and TIij ,
respectively, and they satisfy the equation α+β=1, α>0,
β>0.

The choice of weights of and will influence the trust
value of node in the communication process. When
α>0.5, it signifies the node has more trust in TDij and
less consideration to TIij . While, the result will be oppo-
site if β selects a larger value.

Oh this basis, the comprehensive trust value Tij of node
is calculated based on the energy and the communication
process of node. It is the integration of the trust values
of TCij and ERij and the calculation formula is shown
in Equation (10).

Tij = ωTCij + γERij (10)

Where, ω and γ denote the weights of TCij and ERij ,
and they satisfy the equation ω+γ=1, ω >0, γ >0.

3.5 Update of Node Trust Value

Each transmission of the trust value between nodes will
consume some energy of the nodes. Considering the en-
ergy consumption of node itself, the BDRM uses periodic
updates to update the node trust value. Each node is
to update its trust value according to its own trust up-
date period (TUP), and the calculation method of TUP
is shown in Equation (11).

TUP = 3 × (bint + drate× bint) (11)

Where, bint denotes the time interval of communication
between nodes, and drate denotes the number of the pack-
ets sent per second.

Within the TUP of node, the communication process
and energy of node will have some changes and therefore,
the comprehensive trust value of node will also change.
The following example will have a specific explanation.

For the node i and node j, suppose that the two nodes
have m (m = a + b) communication process, after that,
they interacts w times again. Among the w times, the
times of normal and abnormal packet forwarding are r
and s respectively, i.e. w=r+s. The latest direct trust
value TDnew

ij of node i against node j within the TUP
also obeys the binomial distribution B(m+w, a+r), i.e.
TDnew

ij ∼ B (m+w, a+r) that is shown in Equation (12).

TDnew
if =

a+ r

m+ w
=

a+ r

a+ b+ s+ r
(12)

Correspondingly, the energy trust value and indirect trust
value of node i against node j will change, and the up-
dated value Tnew will be obtained.

4 Design of ST-GEAR Secure
Routing Protocol

Among the geographical location based routing protocols,
comparing with other routing protocols, the GEAR proto-
col has more advantages, and that is why this paper takes
GEAR protocol as a research object. Aiming at the defi-
ciencies in the defense of GEAR protocol, a security trust
- geographical and energy aware routing (ST-GEAR) pro-
tocol is proposed to improve the security of GEAR. The
BDRM and the secure bootstrap model are introduced in
the ST-GEAR, which makes it have a better ability to
resist attacks.

4.1 Design of Secure Bootstrap Model

The secure bootstrap model is the protection mechanism
of wireless sensor network. The nodes in the network form
a secure communication network based on identity au-
thentication, encryption key and authentication key, and
among them the core is to establish the key. After con-
firming the key between nodes, the packet transmitted
between nodes is the encrypted packet. Only after de-
crypting the packet with decryption key, can the nodes
obtain the original data, which improves the security of
information transmission between nodes.

In WSN, there are many key management schemes.
The simplest one is the pre- shared key scheme which
means that only one symmetric key is shared among all
nodes in the network, but this way is too dependent on
the sink node. In fact, the random key pre- distribution
scheme is more widely used. There is a large key pool
in the random key pre- distribution scheme. Each node
has a portion of keys in the key pool, and only the nodes
with the same pair of key can establish a connection to
form a secure transmission path. In the random key pre-
distribution scheme, a node just needs to store a portion
of keys of the key pool, which can reduce the key storage
space. For each sensor node In WSN, the storage capacity
and computing power is limited, so it is feasible to choose
the random key pre- distribution scheme. Considering
that the performance of the random key pre- distribution
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scheme can be improved to some extent by combining it
with the geographic location of node, a random key pre-
distribution scheme based on grid deployment model is
proposed in this paper.
Suppose there are n sensor nodes being randomly de-
ployed in WSN, and each node can store m keys. The
location information of each node can be known in ad-
vance, so we will consider it as the ID of node in order to
distinguish each node, showing as IDi(i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n).

1) Initialization Phase of Key
In the network initialization, each node should be al-
located with key. Each node IDi randomly selects m
nodes from other nodes around it and generates m
node pairs. Each node pair (IDi, IDj) is allocated
with corresponding key. Thus, an n×m common ma-
trix P can be created according to the node number
n and node number m being randomly selected.

Meanwhile, the sink nodes in the network can build
a random n×n symmetric matrix S which is only
known by the sink nodes themselves and confiden-
tial to others. Thus, the matrix A = (SP )T can be
calculated. Next, store the element of ith row of A
and the ith column of P in node i; store the element
of jth row of A and the jth column of P in node
j. When the shared key for communication between
node i and node j is needed to be established, they
should exchange their own information, and take the
product of the ith row of A and the jth column of P
as the key kij of node i and consider the product of
the jth row of A and the ith column of P as the key
kji of node j. because S is symmetric, it is easy to
get the Equation (13).

K = (SP )TP = PTSTP

= PTSP = (AP )T = KT (13)

Therefore, the node pair (IDi, IDj ) takes kij=kji as
the shared key.

2) Grid Deployment Model
In WSN, the communication range of sensor node
is round, so there must be certain overlapping parts
within the communication range between nodes. To
reduce the overlapping parts, the grid deployment
model is used. The grid deployment model is to de-
ploy several virtual regular polygons in WSN, mak-
ing them cover the whole network as much as possi-
ble. By comparing regular polygons including square,
equilateral triangle and regular hexagon, we can
know that the overlapping area of regular hexagon is
smaller than that of both. Therefore, we choose the
regular hexagon to be as the deployment model [9].

3) Key Establishment
The next phase is to establish the key. Firstly, each
node should broadcast its own location information
to the nodes around itself. According to the location
information, it is easy to know whether there is a
shared key between the two nodes.

In addition, each regular hexagon unit uniquely
shares a common matrix with its adjacent unit. Thus
in the key establishment phase, each node in a unit
and the node in adjacent unit can exchange their ID
in the network to confirm the key pair. The key pair
is unique to each node pair.

After finishing the key establishment, each node pair
with shared key has a connection line. According
to the connection lines, the whole network forms a
connection graph. Further, based on each connec-
tion line in the connection graph, each node in the
network can find the node with the shared key one
by one, and the connection path composed by these
nodes is safe.

4.2 Design of ST-GEAR Secure Routing

When a node selects a neighbor node as the next hop for-
warding node, it needs to consider the following factors
including the location, residual energy and trust value of
the node, and chooses the node with minimum compre-
hensive cost value from the neighbor node to the target
node. For a forwarding node j, the calculation formula of
comprehensive cost Cc (j, D) from the node j to target
node D is shown in Equation (14).

Cc = α× (βd(j,D) + (1 − β)Ej) + (1 − α)(1 − Tij). (14)

Where, d (j, D) denotes the distance from the node j
to node D ; α and β are the adjustable ratio parameters
between 0 and 1.

For a node i, when it needs to select a neighbor node
as the next hop forwarding node, the specific description
of routing algorithm is shown as follows.

1) The node i needs to confirm whether it has neighbor
nodes or not.

2) If the node i has neighbor nodes, it needs to choose
a node such as node j. Next, to judge whether the
energy of node j satisfies the energy threshold set in
the network. If it does, go to step (3); if not, the
node i needs to broadcast the message that the node
j is with less energy.

3) In the case that the energy of node j satisfies the
requirement, the node i needs to further determine
whether the node j is reliable by its trust value. If
the trust value of node j is smaller than the trust
threshold set in the network, the node i needs to
broadcast the message that the node j is with small
trust value.

4) Only when the energy and trust value of node j are
greater than corresponding threshold, can the com-
prehensive cost of node j be calculated. For node i,
there may be multiple neighbor nodes satisfy above
requirements. The node i will select the node with
minimum comprehensive cost as the next hop for-
warding node.
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In addition, the data transmitted between nodes is the
encrypted packet. Only after decrypting the packet with
decryption key, can the nodes obtain the original data. In
ST-GEAR protocol, the sink node will query data in tar-
get region to obtain the corresponding information. Ac-
cording to the location of target region, the sink node will
send the query command to the target region. This pro-
cess will be divided into two parts: the first is that the
sink node sends query commands to target region, and
the second is that the query command is transmitted in
target region.

When the sink node sends a query command to tar-
get region, it selects the next hop node to forward the
message. The message sent by sink node is encrypted,
and only the selected next hop node can decrypt the en-
crypted message, can the node send the message contin-
uously. For node j, when it receives the message sent by
node j, it needs to decrypt the message with the shared
key kij to get the location information of the target node.
Repeat this process until the target node is found. Af-
ter a query command sent by the sink node arrives in
the target region, it can be transmitted using different
strategies according to the distribution of nodes in target
region. Firstly, set a threshold for the number of nodes
according to the node distribution in target region. If
the number of nodes is greater than the threshold, the
recursion method to transmit the message can be used.
Otherwise, the flooding method can be used to broadcast
the message directly.

5 Simulation Experiment and
Analysis

In this section, the simulation environment and perfor-
mance index will be given firstly. Then, the simulation
results of ST-GEAR protocol are presented.

5.1 Simulation Environment and Perfor-
mance Index

The simulation scenario is set to a square monitoring re-
gion that the side length is 100 m. There are 100 wireless
sensor nodes are deployed randomly. The specific simula-
tion parameters are shown in Table 1.

5.2 Analysis on Simulation Results

There are many ways to attack the routing protocol. In
this simulation experiment, the selective forwarding at-
tack is adopted that means a node will not forward the
packet after receiving. The specific simulation results and
analysis are shown as below.

• Simulation analysis of the BDRM

Figure 1 shows the trust value simulation results of nor-
mal and abnormal nodes. The initial trust value of node
is set to 0.5. After a number of packet transmission, the

trust value of a normal node tends to 0.9, while the trust
value of an abnormal node tends to 0.1. If the node trust
value is small, this node can be considered as a malicious
node that will not be chosen in the routing.

Figure 1: Node trust value

Next, make a simulation comparison between BDRM
proposed in this paper with classic BRSN [3], and the re-
sults are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The node trust
value is an important basis for routing algorithm and the
node can be judged whether it can be trusted by the node
trust value. In BDRM, the node trust value is calculated
based on the node energy and communication process;
while in BRSN, it does not take into account the energy
factor. From Figure 2, we can see that there are some
difference between node trust value calculated by BDRM
and BRSN. The trust value of BRSN obeys Beta distribu-
tion, while the BDRM obeys binomial distribution. The
uptrend of normal node trust value calculated by BDRM
is more stable than that of node trust value calculated by
BRSN.

Figure 2: Trust value of normal node
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Table 1: Specific parameters of simulation

Simulation Parameters Values
number of nodes 100
communication radius of node 50m
initial energy of node 2J
energy consumed by sending or receiving a packet 0.001J
packet length 36bit

On the contrary, when there are malicious nodes in
the network, the BDRM and BRSN can recognize the
malicious node by the node trust value. As can be seen
from Figure 3, the trust value of malicious node calculated
by BDRM is on a downward trend from the initial trust
value of 0.5. Comparing with BRSN, the trust value of
malicious node in BDRM changes significantly, this can
improve the probability of identifying the malicious nodes
in the network.

Figure 3: Trust value of malicious node

• Simulation analysis of ST-GEAR protocol.

The simulation results of routing, transmission rate of
packet, loss rate of packet and energy consumption rate
are given as follows.

1) Routing Simulation from Source Node to Target
Node
Set a source node and a destination node randomly.
Define the source node as the current node and calcu-
late the distance from the current node to destination
node.

Normally, when the network is not attacked, the se-
lected path from current node to destination node is
shown in Figure 4. The node will choose the path
with the minimum cost according to the distance to
target node and the residual energy of node.

Figure 4: Normal routing

When the network is attacked which means there are
some malicious nodes in the network, the nodes with
small trust value can be found based on BDRM. In
the routing process, the node will choose the path
with the minimum cost according to the node trust
value as well as the distance and the residual energy
of nodes. The node with small trust value can not
participate in the routing process. The simulation
result is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Routing with malicious nodes

2) Transmission Rate of Packet
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When there are attacking nodes in the network, the
transmission rate of packet in ST-GEAR, E-GEAR
and GEAR are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Transmission rate of packet

As shown in Figure 6, the transmission rate of packet
in GEAR decreases gradually with time. While, the
transmission rates in ST-GEAR and E-GEAR are
relatively stable. This is because the node trust
mechanism is introduced into the ST-GEAR and E-
GEAR, and the node trust value is used as an impor-
tant factor when routing. The trust value of attack-
ing node will be reduced over time, and when a node
selects the next hop, the node with small trust value
will not be chosen. In addition, the transmission
rate of packet in ST-GEAR is greater than that of
E-GEAR, because the BDRM is used in ST-GEAR.

3) Loss Rate of Packet
The simulation result of the loss rate of packet is
shown in Figure 7 when there are attacking nodes
in the network. It can be seen that the loss rate of
packet in ST-GEAR is small compared with other
two protocols. In addition, the loss rate of packet
in ST-GEAR is smaller than that of E-GEAR. This
is because the node trust mechanism used in BDRM
takes into account the node energy as well as the
communication process of node.

Figure 7: Loss rate of packet

4) Energy Consumption Rate
Figure 8 presents the simulation results of en-
ergy consumption rate in ST-GEAR, E-GEAR and
GEAR. The energy consumption rate of GEAR is the
minimal compared with two protocols. This is be-
cause the introduction of the reputation mechanism
into the two other protocols consumes some energy.
In addition, the energy consumption of ST-GEAR is
less than that of E-GEAR. This is because the com-
putational complexity of calculating the node trust
value in BDRM is reduced, and the energy consump-
tion is correspondingly reduced.

Figure 8: Energy consumption rates

6 Conclusions

This paper takes the security of wireless sensor network
as the research background and proposes a ST-GEAR se-
cure routing protocol. Firstly, aiming at the problems of
complex computation of trust value and excessive energy
consumption of node in current trust mechanism, a repu-
tation mechanism BDRM based on binomial distribution
is presented. The node trust value is calculated by the
residual energy and the communication process, which
can be taken a basis of identifying the malicious nodes in
the network. Secondly, a secure bootstrap model based on
regular hexagon grid deployment is given. On this basis,
the ST-GEAR protocol is proposed. In the routing, the
protocol selects the node with minimum cost as the next
hop forwarding node considering the node energy, dis-
tance and the trust value. This protocol can ensure that
the information transmitted between nodes is encrypted,
which can prevent the malicious nodes in the network to
attack the network and improve the security and robust-
ness of the network. The simulation results show that the
ST-GEAR protocol can improve the transmission rate of
packet and reduce the loss rate of packet and energy con-
sumption compared with GEAR and C-GEAR protocols.

The proposed ST-GEAR protocol can solve the prob-
lems including the selective forwarding, Sybil attack and
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false routing attack that are vulnerable to the GEAR,
but there still are some disadvantages. Firstly, the intro-
duction of reputation mechanism BDRM in the protocol
has some influence on the energy consumption of the net-
work. Secondly, the consideration of the type of malicious
nodes is not very comprehensive. There are other types
of malicious nodes. These will be improved in the future
researches.
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